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1 Introdution

Thank you for purhasing the Kludge 510 Transwarmer. This simple transformer oupling devie is invaluable

for smoothing out sounds and for adding a sense of \glue" to a mix foundation. It is is hand-assembled in

the USA with the �nest quality omponents available today. It was many years of design before we got

to the point where we were happy with the design and we hope that you also will be happy with it. It is

entirely through-hole onstrution and primarily built with standardized parts so that should it ever fail,

repair should be a fairly simple matter for a trained audio tehniian. It is not disposable equipment designed

to be used and thrown away, but a traditional design intended for a lifetime of use.

2 History

For many years, audio equipment was all transformer oupled and it was not unusual for signals to be

passed through dozens of transformers in a simple studio reording hain. Eah transformer added some

harateristi olor to the sound, and when ombined the many transformers reated muh of what today

people onsider the \tube sound." The majority of the atual oloration from typial vintage tube gear was

atually due to the high ratio transformers used rather than the tube stages themselves.

Working in the modern digital world, we found ourselves oasionally using some of the less expensive

and more highly olored transformers of the 1950s in an attempt to get the partiular sounds we wanted. We

found ourselves frequently oming bak to a single transformer originally intended for broadast appliations.

This devie is an attempt to apture a more dramati version of that sound in a onvenient and a�ordable

way. It onsists of a single audio transformer made with modern tehniques using a speial ore and winding

method that was spei�ally tuned to math the oloration of the transformer that we liked, but then adjusted

to magnify that oloration somewhat.

Consequently, this is a new and modern design that is intended to have a spei� sound. It is not an

attempt to reprodue any spei� transformer, not even the one we liked, but to provide a rereation of

several transformers in the audio hain in a simple drop-in 500-series module.

There is little more you need to know other than to slide it into a 500-series rak, apply signal to the

input, and take signal from the output. It provides a useful oloration that is e�etive in many mixes. Like

all suh tools, however, it an be used for evil as well as good so be areful about overusing it on everything.

3 The Termination Swith

Transformers are designed for spei� loading and this one is not an exeption. Bak in the 1960s when

everything had transformer inputs and outputs, you ould expet all input and output impedanes were 600

ohms and everything would work seamlessly.

However, modern eletronis tend to have very low impedane outputs driving fairly high impedane

inputs. Beause of this, we inlude a termination swith that engages a 600 ohm load resistor on the output.

This was a very ommon feature on devies in the 1970s when people were frequently intermixing old and

new style devies.

Put the swith to the left if you are driving the 600 ohm input from a vintage devie, or to the right if

you are driving a modern high-Z input. If you don't know the atual input impedane of the devie, look

inside for transformers. If you don't see an input transformer, set the swith to the right.

If you are driving a modern input and you leave the swith to the left, the transformer will be unterminated

and will ring slightly. This an be pereived as adding some brightness to the signal. There is nothing wrong

with using that as an e�et, whih is another reason why we make it swithable.

The termination swith is set depending on the destination devie that you are driving. The soure should

make no di�erene on the orret position of the swith.
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4 Unbalaned Signals

Like all transformer inputs and outputs, if you are driving an unbalaned signal into this devie or driving

an unbalaned output, the unused leg of the balaned pair on the 500-rak needs to be tied to ground.

Corretly made unbalaned-to-balaned ables do this, for example tying pin 3 of the XLR able to ground

and onneting pin 2 to signal. Rane Appliation Node 110 is a good referene for orret balaned-to-

unbalaned abling. If the unused pin of the XLR onnetor is left oating instead of being tied to ground,

either no sound will pass at all or there will be a very thin sound with no low frequenies at all. If you

experiene these and you are using unbalaned lines, hek your ables �rst.

5 Noise

Beause of the extremely high ommon mode rejetion of the transformer and the ability of the transformer

to rejet radio frequeny noise, this devie is apt to eliminate existing noise problems as a pleasant side e�et

to its intended purpose. However, beause it employs real magnetis, it is sensitive to stray magneti �elds in

your rak. If you are enountering noise pikup problems on the lower bands, try moving the unit to another

position in the rak, preferably away from the power supply. Every possible attempt has been made in the

design to keep the magneti iruit losed and avoid sensitivity to indued magneti �elds, and you will �nd

this unit to be muh less sensitive to suh �elds than the lassi designs of the 1970s. However, only so muh

an be done for �eld rejetion.

If at all possible, loate this devie and all other devies ontaining transformers or other magnetis away

from the rak power supply.

6 A Note On Transformers

This devie is entirely passive. It onsists of two oils of wire wound around a grain-oriented steel ore. Audio

signal reates a hanging magneti �eld in the primary oil whih energizes the ore and reates a hanging

magneti �eld in the seondary oil. No additional eletriity is used (whih means that this devie does not

ount against your total power requirements for your 500-series rak).

An external resistor-apaitor network is provided to damp ultrasoni ringing in the transformer. This

\zobel network" is spei� to this partiular transformer onstrution and is important to making the trans-

former sound orret.

7 Repair and Maintenane

The Kludge 510 is guaranteed against any failure resulting from defets in manufature for a period of two

years. We expet you will be using this devie for far longer than that, however, and we provide depot repair

upon request.

Full shematis and all parts are available from the manufaturer upon request to quali�ed tehniians, as

is some amount of assistane. Sarasm is likely to be inluded with the shemati, however, as the omplexity

of the devie is all within the transformer magnetis.

8 End Note

We are sure that you will be as pleased with this produt as we are, and we are delighted to hear any

omments about it. Please address orrespondene to:

Sott Dorsey

Kludge Audio

Box 1229

Williamsburg, VA. 23185

757-229-1547

kludge�panix.om
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